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Abstract: Smart phones like android are becoming common. Phones are very small in size and hence easy to misplace. 

Even a small inattention can lead to phone theft and hence information theft. Abusers can use your address lists, 

account information and various passwords that are stored in your phone. There are many applications that are 

available to lock your data stored on your phone but since this data is stored on the phone abuser can somehow 

manage to breach the lock because the password and the data is stored on your phone itself. Lockbox can provide a 

new layer of protection for sensitive data in mobile devices. It can provide meaningful protection without making any 

major changes in cell phones or the Operating Systems. Here we store the password and the data on the server instead 

of storing it on the phone. So even if abuser gets access to one’s phone he can’t get access to the server where actually 

the files are stored. LockBox also provides a feature in which user or an organisation can specify the location from 

where the LockBox/Client user can access the server. LockBox will restrict the access to the server from other location 

co-ordinates. For further security LockBox can also restrict anyone from accessing the files on server on unclassified 

date and time. If access is restricted on Sunday from 8 am to 5 pm no person will be able to access the server at the 

specified time. Keywords: Security Systems, LockBox, Mobile Data, Data Security, LockBox, Mobile Data Security. 

Keywords:  LockBox, Mobile Data Security. 

I.   INTRODUCTION 

An individual has many personal email accounts and hence he needs to remember their passwords. Remembering all the credit 

card numbers is a heavy duty. LockBox can encrypt one’s file containing all the ID’s, passwords etc. and store it on the server 

instead of storing it on the phone itself. For Encrypting and Decrypting the file AES algorithm is used. AES algorithm can be 

implemented with 128, 192 and 256 bits. AES algorithm is efficient to protect classified information which is on SECRET 

level. For TOP SECRET 192 and 256 bit key AES is recommended. AES algorithm is the main part in the LockBox. The 

passwords required for authentication of a person and file is stored on the server rather than in one’s phone. In the 

authentication process, a person is required to prove his identity using Login ID’s or draw patter (CAPTCHA) or both for 

better security. After successfully entering into LockBox a person can encrypt his file and then upload it on the server. A 

person is required to remember the secret key that is generated automatically while the process of encryption. This key will be 

further used while downloading the file from the server and decrypting it. In case if the user forgets his key he can remotely 

login into his account through his Desktop and retrieve his key. In case of phone theft the person can remotely login and 

delete all of his content that is stored on the server if he wishes . More level of security can be added to this LockBox by 

restricting the access to server only from the certain geographical location by using longitudinal and latitudinal co-ordinates. 

These co-ordinates are hardwired in the application code. E.g. If an organisation wants its employees to access the server only 

in the 10 meter radius it can set the co-ordinates of the Organisation location and limit to 10 meter [5]. Further the security 

level can be extended by restricting the access to the server at the specific time. The best example of this can be a military 

base station allowing the access to its server to the employees from base itself and at office hours. 

II.   PROPOSED SYSTEM 

The scheme proposed by us in this research paper functions in the following steps- 

A. Login 

Login Initially the user is required to login into the application Lockbox. The Login can either be done by entering the 

Username and password or by drawing a CAPTCHA. The Login process is same as standard Login into any application. If 

CAPTCHA is chosen instead of standard Login, user is required to draw exactly the same pattern twice on the screen. If user 

enters his credentials right or draw the CAPTCHA right he can gain access to the Lockbox. For implementation of the 

CAPTCHA, SHA algorithm is used [2]. When user Login’s for the first time he should register for the username and 

password. This Username and password will be used by the user to Login for the next time and onwards. This application can 

be used by a single user on one phone. 

Draw-A-Secret A technique DAS (Draw-a-secret) allows user to draw a unique pattern. A user should draw a simple pattern 

on a 2D grid. The coordinates of the grid are stored in the memory in the order it is drawn. During authentication, the user 

should re-draw the pattern. If the pattern touches the same grids co-ordinates in the similar sequence, then the user/client is 

authenticated [9]. When the user draws the pattern for the first time his finger movements along X-axis and Y-axis are stored 

in the array and when the user re-draws it is cross verified with the stored co-ordinates. We will save the values in the variable 

and compare those values while re-entering the pattern. If the values matches then the user will be allowed the further access 

else access will be denied. 
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B. Select path of the file 

 Once we download this application in our mobile we need to choose what data or application we want to keep in lock box. 

Once we choose a file we have to enter a path where that file is stored. Then press on encrypt button, hence data is encrypted 

and store in lock box. Simultaneously a random generated key will be displayed in the textbox next to path selection textbox. 

User will have to remember this key because the same key will be required in decryption process. Then press on confirm 

button once we press on it make sure that we are connected on Internet and then that key is stored on Server. 

C. Encryption Decryption Algorithm 

A crucial problem for encryption is key storage. If keys are stored in an insecure part of the system, the encryption will not 

provide any protection. So key is stored in PC (Server) in encrypted form.Crypto class in the Lockbox is used to encrypt and 

decrypt strings type data using AES128. A SEED value is treated as a secret key. The stored content will be decrypted only 

with the same SEED. In general AES algorithm works on 4 basic steps:  

1. Key Expansion – keys for each round are derived from Rijndael's key schedule.  

2. Initial round- Bitwise XOR operation is performed between each state and round key.  

3. Rounds SubBytes: Each byte in the state is replaced by some other value in the lookup table.  

  ShiftRows: In this stage each row is shifted by some bits depending upon the number of round.   

 MixColumn: It takes 4 byte input and provides 4 byte output. Basically it provides diffusion.   

 AddRoundKey: In this stage each key is combined with each byte of state. 

 4. Final Round 

  SubBytes  

  ShiftRows  

  AddRoundKey  

   We use AES Algorithm here.  

   For generation of AES key we use KeyGenerator .  

   To store and use the generated key SecretKey is used.  

D. Save on server 

For encryption and decryption Cipher is used. Initially a connection with the server is necessary before storing the contents on 

the server. This connection can be done using Client Socket. For saving the contents on the server we will use JSON parser. 

We will convert the data into JSON format and send it to the server. JSON stores the information in the easy to access and 

organised manner. 

E. Decryption 

When user wants to get the file which he has stored on the server he should login every time whenever he needs the file. The 

process is same as login in for the process of encryption. Here user will select the file that he wants and enter the Random key 

that was generated at the time of encryption. After entering the key user should press confirm button. The file will be 

downloaded from the server and decrypted on the user’s phone. The Decryption process for the AES algorithm is Inverse of 

the Encryption process. 

III.   UML DIAGRAMS 
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IV.   CONCLUSION 

The proposed security system is more advanced than the ones used previously due to various reasons. To spot a few, they are- 

1. The data that we encrypt is secured because we store it on the server rather than on device. So misplacing of device will not 

exploit our data.  

2. The time based and location based mechanism can restrict the access to the server from unknown locations and unspecified 

time hence enhancing the security. 

3. This idea can be of a great use to Military and other secret organization where data security and confidentiality is the main 

part. 

4. Remote login to the server can allow you to wipe your data from the server or restore your password from the server in case 

you forget it.. 
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